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LOOKING FOR 
A PLACE TO SET UP YOUR
R&D AND INNOVATION
ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE?

FLANDERS, THE NORTHERN REGION OF BELGIUM, 
HAS ALL THE ASSETS YOU NEED TO INNOVATE! 

Flanders is a key location for innovation 
and R&D within Europe.

WHY SHOULD FLANDERS BE YOUR 
INVESTMENT REGION OF CHOICE?

1  We have a culture of innovation and R&D 
known all over the world.

2  Our government strongly supports R&D 
and innovation.

3  Our tax friendly system, allowing 
companies to recover part of their 
R&D investment.

TAX FRIENDLY 
SYSTEM

OPEN AND  
FRIENDLY 

ENVIRONMENT

SUPPORT  
FOR R&D AND 

INNOVATION
HIGHLY SKILLED  

& MOTIVATED  
TALENT

HIGH QUALITY 
OF LIFE
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INNOVATION IS DEEPLY EMBEDDED 
IN FLANDERS

According to the EUROSTAT 2010 
Community Innovation Survey, Belgium 
ranks third in the list of most innovative 
countries. Belgium owes its place to a 
60% portion of Belgian companies having 
performed innovative activities in the 
period 2008-2010. This demonstrates that 
innovation is already largely present in 
Belgium and Flanders.

Even though innovative activities mainly 
take place within the EU, co-operation 
on innovation projects with partners 
from the US, China or India is at a higher 
level in Flanders than the average EU 
partnership rate.

TOP GRADES FOR FLANDERS

In addition, a recent OECD report (2011) provides interesting statistics and figures as it 
compares the performance of science and innovation systems in Belgium (figure below) 
to other OECD countries. Belgium ranks well in terms of public research, universities and 
scientific publications. From the business R&D and entrepreneurship perspective, Belgium 
is slightly above the OECD median for all markers, except for trademarks and young 
patenting firms per GDP. The country is also clearly in the upper part of the spectrum as 
regards available venture capital per GDP.

INNOVATION AND R&D
OMNIPRESENT
IN FLANDERS

Source:  
EUROSTAT 2010 Community Innovation Survey

ENTERPRISES WITH 
INNOVATION ACTIVITY 

(% OF ALL ENTERPRISES)

1 Germany 79.3 

2 Luxembourg 68.1 

3 Belgium 60.9 

4 Portugal 60.3 

5 Sweden 59.6 

6 Ireland 59.5 

7 Estonia 56.8 

8 Netherlands 56.7 

9 Austria 56.5 

10 Italy 56.3 

INNOVATION ACTIVITY AND 
CO-OPERATION DURING 2008-2010:  
TOP 10 EU COUNTRIES

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF NATIONAL SCIENCE AND INNOVATION SYSTEMS, 2011

Top half 
OECD

Bottom half 
OECD

Science base

1  Public R&D expenditure* 
2  Top 500 universities*
3   Publications in the  

top-quartile journals*

1  Business R&D expenditure*
2  Top 500 corporate R&D investors*
3   Triadic patent families*
4   Trademarks*

1  Venture capital*
2   Patenting firms less than 

5 years old*
3   Ease of entrepreneurship 

index

Top/bottom 5 OECD 
values

Middle range of  
OECD values OECD median Belgium

Business R&D  
and innovation

COMPETENCES AND CAPACITY TO INNOVATE

Entrepreneurship
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WELCOME
TO FLANDERS!

A WARM

FLANDERS IS ONE OF THE MOST 
INNOVATIVE REGIONS IN EUROPE…

According to the 2012 Regional Innovation Scoreboard, 
compiled by the European Commission, Flanders is 
one of the continent’s most innovative regions. In this 
third study, the European Commission compared the 
regional innovation assets in the EU 27 countries, as 
well as in Croatia, Norway and Switzerland. Together 
with Belgium’s capital Brussels, Flanders ranks in the 
group of ‘innovation leaders’, which is further proof of 
Flanders’ successful innovation policy.

… AND ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST 
INNOVATIVE ECONOMIES 

Belgium – and Flanders as a region – upped by four 
places its ranking in the 2012 annual Global Innovation 
Index, from the 24th to 20th position. Its strong points 
are education and the quality of scientific research.

The Global Innovation Index is an annual survey 
conducted by the Paris-based business school 
INSEAD. Researchers focus on two key indicators: 
the degree to which a country can renew itself 
through exceptional infrastructure and quality 
education, and how this is physically reflected 
in greater economic productivity, scientific 
achievements or cultural excellence. 
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WORLD LEADER IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

In a recent article, the professional 
journal New Scientist – supported by the 
findings of analysts at the World Economic 
Forum – qualified Flanders’ (Belgium’s) 
achievements in the area of biotechnology 
as “nothing short of impressive”.

New Scientist stresses the fact that 
Belgium – and Flanders as a region – 
has the most biotech companies in the 
world (300), in relation to the number of 
inhabitants. 75% of Belgian companies 
in the sector are active in healthcare, 
while the remainder focus on industrial or 
agricultural research.

Furthermore, Johan Cardoen, Managing 
Director of VIB, Flanders’ world-class 
center for life sciences expertise – 
commented that Flanders (Belgium) offers 
substantial advantages for scientists, such 
as a “unique, dynamic and international 
environment with a lot of opportunities to 
network and build a career.” 

INTERRELATION BETWEEN GROWTH AND 
CAPACITY OF REGIONAL ECONOMIES TO 
INNOVATE

Regions and cities are the primary spatial 
units where knowledge is transferred, 
innovation systems are built and 
competition to attract investments and 
talents takes place.

Regions are an appropriate level 
for stimulating innovation: many 
regional governments have important 
competences and budgets in the field of 
innovation. Their geographical proximity 
facilitates the acquisition, accumulation 
and use of knowledge. Each region’s 
performance not only depends on that 
of enterprises and research institutes 
but also on interactions between 
different stakeholders, enterprises and 
organizations, whose knowledge and 
know-how build up over time.
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FULL BACK UP

Innovation is highly supported by 
government, at both federal and 
regional levels.

The government of Flanders declared 
“Flanders in Action*” the central theme 
for its policies. This program aims to help 
Flanders gain a leading position among 
the best performin g European regions. 

In the Flanders in Action program several 
of the identified goals are related to R&D:

a. Flanders commits to invest 3% of its 
GDP in Research & Development, 
with a focus on several key areas:

• logistics and transport;
• ICT and healthcare;
• food and health;
• new materials and nanotechnology;
• energy and the environment.

b. A system output monitoring for research 
will be put in place.

c. There will be more opportunities for 
research talent. Attention will be given 
to communication on and popularization 
of scientific and technological education. 

Flanders aims to establish continuity 
in R&D and innovation investments; 
this implies a marked preference 
for integrating R&D with the 
economic policy.

SUPPORT
FOR R&D AND
INNOVATION

* www.vlaandereninactie.be

RIGHT ON TRACK

Founded in Switzerland by top scientist 
Rudi Pauwels, Biocartis is one of the 
leading biotech companies in Flanders. 
In 2010, a new branch of the company was 
established in Mechelen in Flanders with 
the support of Flanders-based investment 
company ParticipatieMaatschappij 
Vlaanderen (PMV). Biocartis CEO Greg 
Parekh praised Flanders for its support 
of biotech initiatives. With many years of 
international experience to draw from, 
he sees these efforts as a smart move, 
preparing the region for present and 
future success.

Many European investors consider 
Flanders to offer exceptional biotech 
investment opportunities. This is 
partly due to the strong support that the 
government provides the industry, thus 
limiting the risks for investors to some 
extent. Flanders is, and has been, the 
ideal base for several other successful 
biotech companies, such as Galapagos, 
ThromboGenics, Ablynx, Tigenix, Devgen 
and CropDesign.

SUBSTANTIAL FUNDING  
AVAILABLE

Flanders provides a wide range of R&D 
incentives in the form of fellowships, 
grants, subsidies, etc. Funded projects 
include mainly:

• Feasibility studies (funding rate of 40 
to 50%, ceiling fixed at EUR 50,000);

• R&D projects for new innovative 
products (25% funding rate for 
development activities, 50% for 
industrial research activities, 
with possible uplifts of 10 to 20% 
for SMEs, with a maximum of 60%. 
The grant is capped at EUR 3 million).

• The ‘Baekeland-mandates’ 
program provides funding for 
pre-doctoral researchers during 
four years. The pre-doctoral 
researchers are expected to 
cooperate with private companies 
in a specific sector.
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ON THE VERGE OF BECOMING  
THE EUROPEAN LEADER IN BIOPHARMA

According to an analysis conducted jointly by the Health, Science and 
Technology (HST) Group and global life sciences advisory firm Deloitte, 
Belgium – and Flanders as a region – is on the verge of becoming the 
European leader in the biopharmaceutical sector. The presence of big 
players like Syngenta, Bayer and BASF – all present at the Ghent Technology 
Park – proves that Flanders is known the world over for its green biotech. 

The HST Group – represented by pharmaceutical companies UCB, 
GlaxoSmithKline, Janssen Pharmaceutica and Pfizer – and Deloitte observed 
that the biopharma industry is a major contributor to the regional economy, 
with a strong positive trade balance and exports worth EUR 36 billion in 2011. 

Furthermore, tax incentives have recently resulted in a large number of new 
pharmaceutical investments, making Belgium the 3rd country in Europe as 
regards R&D per capita expenditure.

The study also shows that Belgium has the opportunity to become the 
European leader in the sector, provided the strong partnership that 
exists between government and industry is maintained. To achieve this 
goal, the government of Belgium has proposed the establishment of 
five working groups:

 1  to enhance the business environment for entrepreneurs in the 
pharmaceutical sector, 

 2  to protect intellectual property and market access, 
3  to support the Belgian innovative pharmaceutical industry abroad, 
 4  to collaborate with the national Medicines Agency, and 
 5  to create a ‘Stimulus Plan’ for employment and education.
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A TAX FRIENDLY
SYSTEM FOR
R&D ACTIVITIES

WHAT IS R&D FOR TAX PURPOSES?

To define R&D, reference is made to the 
Frascati Manual, published by the OECD. 
The manual stipulates that: 

Based upon this definition, three activities 
are considered as R&D: 

1 Basic research: experimental or 
theoretical work undertaken primarily 
to acquire new knowledge of the 
underlying foundation of phenomena and 
observable facts, without any particular 
application or use in view. 

2 Applied research: original investigation 
undertaken in order to acquire new 
knowledge. It is, however, directed 
primarily towards a specific practical 
aim or objective. 

3 Experimental development: systematic 
work, drawing on existing knowledge 
gained from research and/or practical 
experience, which is directed at 
producing new materials, products or 
devices, at installing new processes, 
systems and services, or at substantially 
improving those already produced 
or installed. 

Further to the above definitions, it is clear 
that R&D should not only be sought within 
R&D centers. 

UNPARALLELED R&D INCENTIVES IN EUROPE

According to the recently issued Annual Salary Survey (2012) by 
US-based professional services firm Deloitte, Belgium – and 
Flanders as a region – offers the best R&D related incentives 
in Europe.

Thanks to these fiscal measures, companies can recover up to 
80% of the withholding tax on professional income for their 
researchers, provided certain conditions are met. Employment costs 
are cut significantly as a result. This gives companies in the region a 
major advantage over their competitors in neighboring countries in 
attracting talent. In the conclusion of its report, Deloitte stated that 
none of the other countries investigated had such an advantageous, 
structurally in-built system.

Traditionally, Belgium is one of the countries with the greatest 
success rate in attracting multinational headquarters, thanks to 
fiscal security. 

 Research and experimental 
development (R&D) comprise creative 
work undertaken on a systematic basis in 
order to increase the stock of knowledge, 
including knowledge of man, culture 
and society, and the use of this stock of 
knowledge to devise new applications.”
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8 AVAILABLE
TAX INCENTIVES

The federal tax benefits 
for R&D are not limited 
to the R&D activities 
themselves; there are 
also tax incentives 
that relate to the 
commercialization 
of the R&D output.

1  R&D payroll tax incentive
2  R&D tax credit/

investment deduction
3  Special tax status for 

foreign executives
4  Innovation premium
5  Tax exemption for 

regional grants

R&D

COMMERCIALIZATION 
FOLLOWING R&D

6 Fiscal ruling
7  Notional Interest Deduction
8  Patent Income Deduction

In general, tax laws state that companies employing researchers 
have to withhold advanced tax payments from the remuneration 
paid to their researchers through the payroll. The amount 
withheld is then transferred to the tax authorities. 

This R&D payroll tax incentives exempts 80% of the taxes 
withheld through the payroll from being paid to the tax 
authorities, therefore allowing companies to use the savings to 
the best of their interest.

BENEFITS FOR THE COMPANY
• There are additional financial 

possibilities for the employer, as the 
benefit will go to the employer. It does 
not impact the payroll and related net 
payment of the individual concerned.

• It is a ‘cash-in-hand’ benefit: direct 
availability of the financial resources.

• Private companies have discretionary 
power to use the savings achieved 
in the most suitable way to further 
their growth.

©
 w

w
w
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CONDITIONS TO BE MET 
• The R&D payroll tax incentive can only 

be applied to researchers. The definition 
of researchers varies depending on the 
status of the entity with a more flexible 
approach for universities, scientific 
institutions and young innovative 
companies.

• The individual must have a Master/
Doctorate (PhD) degree in Science 
(excluding human sciences).

• The individual must perform R&D 
activities (see definition above).

The saving for a FTE can reach up to 
25% of the remuneration cost.

R&D  
INCENTIVE 1

R&D  
PAYROLL TAX 

INCENTIVE
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R&D
INCENTIVE 2

R&D TAX  
CREDIT/ 

INVESTMENT 
DEDUCTION

A company investing in R&D in Belgium will be allowed to benefit 
from a considerable deduction or a tax credit provided the 
investment is used for its professional activity.

BENEFITS FOR THE COMPANY
• The one-shot investment deduction/tax credit 

is calculated as 14.5% (for tax year 2013) of the 
acquisition value of the qualifying asset and is also 
applicable for patents.

• The spread investment deduction/tax credit is 
calculated as 21.5% (for tax year 2013) of the annual 
amortization applied to the qualifying asset. 

Both tax incentives (tax credit or investment deduction) 
are governed by the same conditions in terms of 
qualifying investment, reporting obligations, etc. 

However, the tax credit has two important features 
that can make it a more attractive incentive than the 
investment deduction:
• The tax credit is refundable after five years, which 

is particularly beneficial to companies in a tax loss 
position because it offers a ‘cash-in-hand’ benefit. 

• In IFRS and US GAAP, there are valid supporting 
arguments in favor of booking the tax credit as a 

decrease of costs or increase in earnings, as opposed 
to a reduction in the tax due.

CONDITIONS TO BE MET 
• The investment must be new. 
• The investment should be recorded as a fixed asset 

(tangible/intangible) on the company’s Belgian GAAP 
balance sheet and should be depreciated over a 
minimum period of three years.

• The investment is exclusively used for professional 
purposes in Belgium.

• The assets should be kept and used for the R&D 
activities during their entire depreciation period. 

• The assets should not be disposed by the company to a 
third party except if the latter would also benefit from 
the R&D investment tax deduction/credit.

• There should be an R&D center.
The saving will be between 4% (in case of a one-shot 
deduction/tax credit) and 7% (when spreading the 
deduction/tax credit).

RESEARCH IN BELGIUM (FLANDERS) 
AT WORLD TOP LEVEL 

Academic research in Belgium – and Flanders as a 
region – ranks among the best in the world in terms of 
quality. Only Switzerland scores better. 

The ranking was established by Michel Gevers, 
professor at the University of Louvain-la-Neuve (UCL) in 
Belgium. To calculate the impact of scientific research, 
Gevers counted the number of times the work is cited by 
colleagues worldwide. He then compared the seventeen 
best performing countries. Afterwards, he corrected 
and weighted the data based on the available budget for 
scientific research.

Belgium ranks 2nd across all academic domains. 
In some fields – e.g. neurosciences and dentistry – 
it even claims the top spot. Gevers explains:

 Belgian scientists generate an excellent ROI 
in the current system. Just like in Switzerland, 
the reason for the success could be the intimate 
proportions of the university landscape. This creates 
a lot of opportunities for cooperation, which are 
used optimally.” 



 With 2,000 researchers and over 70 nationalities, imec is a real research 
melting pot. The industrial resident researchers, about 400 of them, are 
mainly employees of companies with headquarters in the EU, the US, Japan 
or South Korea. The 200-odd PhD students come from all over the world. “

Ludo Deferm Executive Vice-President Business Development at imec
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Belgium offers an attractive tax status for executives and 
researchers who are hired abroad to work temporarily in 
Belgium. This tax status can help reduce the cost of attracting and 
hiring foreign specialized personnel. Even though linked to the 
employment of researchers, this status also benefits employers.

NEUROELECTRONICS LAB WHERE EXPERTS FROM DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES 
(PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, ELECTRONICS, MEDICINE) WORK TOGETHER.©

 im
ec

BENEFITS FOR THE COMPANY
• The employee will be considered as a tax 

non-resident and will therefore be taxed 
on Belgian working days only (implying, 
in all likelihood, no taxation in any 
other country).

• A lump sum cost deduction (based on 
housing, cost of living and tax equalization 
payments) is available up to EUR 29,750 
for researchers and EUR 11,250 for other 

foreign executives.
• Certain costs can be reimbursed tax free, 

such as moving costs and school fees.

CONDITIONS TO BE MET 
• Foreign individual
• Employed within an international group
• Temporary working in Belgium
• Individual must have special skills, 

knowledge or expertise

R&D
INCENTIVE 3
SPECIAL TAX 
STATUS FOR 

FOREIGN 
EXECUTIVES
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Fiscal ruling, 
officially called 
‘preliminary 
decisions in tax 
matters’, is a 
judicial treatment 
that explains, 

to prospective investors, which laws 
are applicable in their future projects. 
A ruling commission gives answers to your 
preliminary questions on transactions 
or investments, more specifically on 

ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST EDUCATED NATIONS

According to the OECD’s 2012 ‘Education at a Glance’ report, Belgium, and 
Flanders as a region, ranks amongst the most educated countries in the world. 
The report puts the country in 12th position in a list of 32 wealthy countries. 

The OECD revealed that no less than 44% of Belgium’s 25 to 34 year-olds 
completed higher education. 82% of this age group finished secondary education. 

This premium can be granted for an 
innovation that is developed by an 
employee and which creates added value 
for the normal activities of the company.

BENEFITS FOR THE COMPANY 
• The premium is exempt from social 

security and income tax.
• The premium is tax deductible for the 

company.

CONDITIONS TO BE MET 
• The premium may not exceed one 

month’s gross salary per employee per 
calendar year.

• No more than 10% of the employees 
benefit from this premium.

• Innovation project reporting obligation 
to authorities for approval.

If a company receives grants from 
Flanders, these grants will not be 
considered as taxable income.

Taxable 
profit

Profit which 
would have 

accrued 
between 

unrelated 
parties

Profit accrued 
based on 

conditions 
agreed 

between 
the related 

parties

Tax-exempt 
“Excess profit”*

EUR 4 mio EUR 10 mio * EUR 4 mio

Art. 185. 2,b)BITC 

“DOWNWARD” PROFIT ADJUSTMENT

Arm’s length profit
Belgian  

accounting profit
Belgian  

taxable profit

the fiscal aspect of those investments. 
Subsequently, the commission will 
formulate a decision on the correct 
application of tax regulations, which is 
valid for a five-year period. 

An excess profit ruling is a type of ruling 
whereby the tax office refrains from taxing 
the profits of a Flanders-based entity 
that it could not have realized in a stand-
alone situation.

COMMERCIALIZATION 
INCENTIVE 6

FISCAL  
RULING

R&D 
INCENTIVE 5

TAX EXEMPTION 
OF REGIONAL 

GRANTS

R&D
INCENTIVE 4
INNOVATION 

PREMIUM
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Companies in 
Belgium receive a 
deemed interest 
deduction for 
invested equity. 
The basis for 
calculating 

the NID is the equity based on Belgian 
GAAP from which some adjustments 
(e.g. investment in shares) can be 
deducted.

The rate of the deduction is max. 3% 
for large enterprises and 3.5% for 
SMEs. The NID rate will in practice be 
determined on the 10-year government 
bond rate resulting in 2.742% for tax year 
2014 for large enterprises and 3.242% 
for SMEs.

P & L account Before NID With NID

Profit before tax 4,000 4,000

NID (3%) / -3,000

Taxable 4,000 1000

Corporate tax 
(33.99%)

1,360 340

Effective tax rate 33.99% 8.5%

Investment  
deduction on patents

14.5% x 20,000 2,900

PID 80% x 3,000 2,400

NID 3% x 100,000 3,000

Taxable 3,700

Corporate tax 1,258

Effective tax rate 10,4%

Companies obtaining revenue through a technology they have 
patented can receive a tax exemption equivalent to 80% of the 
revenue that can be attributed to the patented technology. This 
also applies to income related to acquired patents that have been 
improved by companies in Belgium, thereby creating added value.

BENEFITS FOR THE COMPANY 
• The 80% exemption will lead to a 

maximum effective tax rate of 6.8% 
on the revenue related to the patented 
technology. As the development costs 
can also be deducted, the actual tax rate 
will often be below 6.8% (and during the 
first years after the development 0%).

CONDITIONS TO BE MET
• There should be a patent owned by the 

Belgian company or an improvement to 
an acquired patent.

• Existence of an R&D center in Belgium 
or abroad.

• Applicable only from the registered 
patent’s first income year.

• Patents and/or improvements to patents 
marketed as of January 1st, 2007.

EXAMPLE*
The balance sheet of the Belgian entity 
shows that the share capital has been used 
for group financing. With the application 
of an intra-group interest rate of 4%, 
the profit before taxes is 4,000. 
Before the introduction of the NID, 
the corporate tax would have been 1,360 
(or 33.99%). Thanks to the NID, the 
effective corporate tax rate to be paid is 
340 (or 8.5%) only.

Assets Liabilities
Group financing Share capital
100,000 100,000

* Source: Federal Public Service Finance

Notional  
interest  

deduction 

 notional  
interest rate  

x  
adjusted  

equity

=

EXAMPLE
A manufacturing company with an R&D 
division has a share capital of 100,000 
(of which 20,000 is contributed patent 
value) and a return on equity of 12%. 
That means the company enjoys a net 
profit of 12,000 (of which 3,000 is patent 
income and 9,000 is product revenue.

How to apply the investment deduction, 
PID and NID?

COMMERCIALIZATION 
INCENTIVE 7

NOTIONAL 
INTEREST 

DEDUCTION  
(NID)

COMMERCIALIZATION 
 INCENTIVE 8

PATENT  
INCOME  

DEDUCTION  
(PID)
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CHECK
IF YOUR COMPANY
IS ELIGIBLE

R&D may be present in and outside the 
R&D center. Many activities outside an R&D 
center may qualify for tax incentives.

CONTRACT 
RESEARCH 

ORGANIZATION
MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY
START-UP 

COMPANIES 
FOCUSSING  

ON R&D – YICS
GLOBAL  

R&D CENTER
R&D  

CONSULTING  
COMPANIES

GLOBAL  
R&D CENTER

START-UP 
COMPANIES 

FOCUSSING ON  
R&D – YICS

CONTRACT 
RESEARCH 

ORGANIZATION

MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY

R&D  
CONSULTING 
COMPANIES 
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GLOBAL  
R&D CENTER

A global R&D center performs many R&D 
activities and will keep the IP related 
to the development of new processes, 
technologies, products, etc.

The activities can qualify as R&D and as 
the IP will be kept in this company (and 
the patents requested will be under the 
company’s name), PID will also be available.

APPLICABLE TAX INCENTIVES 
All tax incentives are available for a 
global R&D Center.

WORLDWIDE CARGILL MODERNIZES R&D CENTER IN FLANDERS

International food ingredients producer and distributor Cargill is modernizing 
its European R&D center in Vilvoorde in Flanders. In the course of 2012-2013, 
the company will invest a total of EUR 8 million in the project.

Cargill has stated its intention to strengthen its focus on food safety by updating 
its process pilot and adapting them to the ever-higher standards in this sector.

Ever since 2002, the Vilvoorde facility has been the innovation epicenter 
for Cargill in Europe, the Middle-East and Africa. About 150 scientists and 
technologists are working at the center. Apart from Vilvoorde, Cargill also has 
facilities in Antwerp, Ghent, Herent, Izegem and Mechelen in Flanders.

 Janssen’s (J&J’s) pharmaceutical R&D 
center in Beerse (Flanders) is the largest 
outside the US. It is one of the few ‘end to end’ 
integrated organizations left. We conduct 
research from the earliest conceptual stages. 
This is then substantiated with safety and 
kinetic tests. Pharmaceutical and chemical 
development of candidate drugs and medicines 
leads, ultimately, to clinical trials and data 
management. This constellation allows us to 
monitor and guide this complex process on 
one, single campus. As for disease areas, our 
expertise is mainly situated in neurosciences, 
infection diseases and oncology. Recently, 
on December 29th 2012, our TB medicine that 
acts against multi-resistant bacteria was 
approved by the FDA. This was the crowning 
achievement of 13 years of teamwork, 
originally initiated by the late Dr. Paul 
Janssens. Lastly, we’d like to mention that 
we’re open for cooperation with potential 
partners of any kind, via our Campus Office. 
‘The world is our lab’ is not just an empty 
slogan for Janssen.”

Tom Heyman, CEO Janssen 
Pharmaceutica NV
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START-UP 
COMPANIES 

FOCUSSING ON  
R&D – YICS

YICs (Young 
Innovative 
Companies) are 
small companies 
that are intensively 
engaged in 

innovation activities. According to the 
Belgian legislation, a YIC cannot exceed 
more than one of the following criteria:
• a year average of 50 employees;
• a turnover of EUR 7,300,000 (excl. VAT);
•  total assets of EUR 3,650,000; except 

if the workforce year average is more 
than 100.

In addition, a YIC has to fulfill the following 
requirements:
• is in existence for less than 10 years, 

prior to January 1st of the reference year;
• may not be founded in the context of a 

merger, restructuring, or expansion 
of a previous activity, or a take-over of 
such activity;

• is earmarking at least 15% of total costs 
of the preceding taxable period for R&D.

YICs generally encompass all firms in an 
early life-cycle phase. 

APPLICABLE TAX INCENTIVES 
All tax incentives are available to YICs.
Since many YICs conduct R&D activities 
without breaking even in the first years, 
they definitely benefit from the numerous 
incentives available in Flanders that have 
an impact on their cash flow/accounting 
position, rather than mere tax deductions 
(withholding tax exemption - also applicable 
for researchers without scientific master 
degree, tax credit, expatriate status, 
innovation premium, grants exemption).

HIGH TECH START-UPS BOOM IN FLANDERS

More and more young entrepreneurs 
are establishing their own technology 
company in Flanders. 

In addition to that, young entrepreneurs 
get a lot of support from the government, 
while trade associations like Voka 
encourage them with initiatives to 
help them get started. 

Furthermore, especially in the biotech 
sector VC funding is readily available.

 There is a vibrant entrepreneurial spirit amongst  
youngsters in Flanders,” says Pascal Cools, General 
Manager of Flanders DC – the regional organization 
for entrepreneurial creativity. 

Prof. Koen Debackere, General Manager at  
KU Leuven University, agrees: 

 We currently see a prevailing dynamic of innovation 
and  technology in the region. The fact that universities 
and research centers attach more importance to  
entrepreneurship plays a vital role in this trend.” 



DID YOU KNOW 

Flanders’ four strategic research 
centers are renowned the world over. 
They have fostered close partnerships 
with one or more of the five Flemish 
universities – K.U.Leuven, UGent, 
VUB, UA and UHasselt – and with the 
business world in Flanders and abroad. 
Their research is the basis for a raft 
of inventions that contribute to the 
creation of a sustainable future for 
everyone:
• imec is Europe’s leading research 

center on nanoelectronics and 
nanotechnology.  
www.imec.be

• VIB is a world-class center for life 
sciences expertise. 
www.vib.be

• VITO excels in technological research 
and consulting for product innovation 
and improved levels of business. 
www.vito.be

• iMinds is Flanders’ research institute 
for ICT for the future. 
www.iminds.be
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 After eight years spent living 
abroad, I was pleasantly surprised by 
the developments in Flanders. As I 
was considering several locations for 
the expansion of Biocartis, I found that 
Flanders had grown into a leading region 
in Europe with regard to biotechnology 
and pharmaceutics. 

Furthermore, the government 
of Flanders offers invaluable 
guidance. I was impressed also by 
the communication and coordination 
between all relevant parties. A mere 
two days after I had announced my 
intention to find a new location, Flanders 
Investment & Trade set up the first 
meeting. They also put together a 
taskforce composed of representatives 
of different agencies and tax experts. 
This was definitely the right move, since 
I decided to come back to Flanders 
three months later.”

Rudi Pauwels, founder and Executive 
Chairman of Biocartis

CONTRACT 
RESEARCH 

ORGANIZATION

A CRO (Contract 
Research 
Organization) is 
an organization 
that provides 
support to other 

companies in the form of R&D services 
outsourced on a contract basis. CROs are 
especially common in pharmaceutical 
and biotechnology industries. 
They may provide services such as 
biopharmaceutical development, biologic 
assay development, preclinical research, 
clinical research and clinical trials 
management, which are all potentially 
eligible R&D activities. A CRO will typically 
not be the owner of the IP related to the 
R&D activities it is conducting.

APPLICABLE TAX INCENTIVES 
All the tax incentives are available to CROs.
However, PID will not benefit CROs as 
they usually don’t apply for patents; this 
would be done by the contracting company. 
There is still a small chance that CROs 
may apply PID if they are improving 
patented technology or have co-ownership 
of patents.
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A manufacturing 
company takes care 
of the production 
of goods for use or 
sale using labor and 
machines, tools, 

chemical and biological processing, or 
formulation. The term is most commonly 
applied to industrial production, in which 
raw materials are transformed into finished 
goods on a large scale.

R&D activities can be carried out in a 
manufacturing company outside the normal 
manufacturing activities. The product 
development and production process can be 
further developed, for instance to introduce 
a new product to the manufacturing line, 
for equipment development, process 
development and/or continual improvement 
of the production process. Such activities 
could be considered as R&D activities.

APPLICABLE TAX INCENTIVES 
All tax incentives are available to 
manufacturing companies, including PID if they 
apply for patents. Without patent ownership, 
there is still a small chance for them to apply 
PID if they are improving patented technology.

MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY
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DAIKIN IN FLANDERS: THE IDEAL CLIMATE FOR INNOVATIVE AIR CONDITIONING
As a market leader in climate control solutions, 
Daikin Europe N.V. is always looking for new ways to 
innovate and improve its solutions portfolio. In order 
to meet rapidly changing customer demands and local 
market needs in the EMEA region, the company is setting 
up an extensive European Development Center (EDC) at its 
headquarters in Ostend in Flanders (Belgium). The facility 
is set to evolve into an important European R&D center, 
which proves the Japanese multinational’s continued 
confidence in Flanders and its people.

Established in Flanders (Belgium) in 1972, Daikin Europe 
currently employs around 5,400 people, generating an 
annual turnover of ca. EUR 2 billion. The lead plant in Ostend 
is responsible for sales in the entire EMEA region and for 
production units in Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany 
and Turkey.

VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
As one of the company’s four regional development centers 
– others are located in Japan, China and the US – an 
investment of around EUR 13 million has been earmarked 
for the first development stage. 

 The construction of this state-of-the-art EDC in the 
town of Ostend proves Daikin Industries’ confidence in 
the capability, know-how and experience of its employees 

in Flanders,” explains Frans Hoorelbeke, Chairman of 
Daikin Europe and board member of parent company 
Daikin Industries.

Daikin Europe has already begun the construction of several 
new high-tech testing rooms. In one of these test chambers, 
for instance, engineers can simulate the climatic conditions 
which may occur in one of the 27 EU countries. Daikin Europe 
is planning to bring together in the EDC a team of up to 200 
specialists by the year 2015. This investment proves how 
much trust Daikin Japan puts into its European subsidiary, 
especially as regards heating products, and its intention to 
support the development of products in line with European 
demand.

WHY FLANDERS?
 “We don’t want to merely manufacture in Europe for 
Europe; we also want to develop products in Europe for 
Europe,” explains Frans Hoorelbeke. That R&D originating 
from Japan should find its way to the rest of the world is not 
an easy process. This highlights the significance of Daikin 
Industries’ decision to establish a new EDC in Flanders.

HIGHLY SKILLED, MULTILINGUAL WORKFORCE
“One of the main reasons for Daikin’s continued trust in 
Flanders is the dedication and expertise of its highly skilled 
workforce,” Hoorelbeke continued. “Employees in Flanders 

have high professional ethics, a strong sense of responsibility 
and are very productive overall. The superb education system 
has a lot to do with that, undoubtedly, and it also explains why 
people in Flanders are so fluent in languages.”

INFRASTRUCTURE AND INCENTIVES
Because the Ostend site serves such a vast region, logistics 
infrastructure played a vital role as well. Hoorelbeke: 
“In Flanders, there is easy access to motorways, ports 
and airports. Other decisive factors were the availability 
of industrial sites at reasonable prices, and the fiscal 
incentives provided by the government.” Examples of the 
latter are the tax measures for R&D investments, such as 
tax breaks on patents and fixed assets and exemptions of up 
to 80% from payroll withholding taxes for researchers.

QUALITY OF LIFE
Last but not least, Van Hoorelbeke praises the quality of 
life in Flanders: “Many Japanese expatriates at Daikin 
Europe particularly seem to appreciate the international 
environment and easy communication between people in the 
region. On top of that, they have a Japanese school at their 
disposal near Brussels.”
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R&D  
CONSULTING 
COMPANIES 

Many companies 
are working for 
other corporations 
as a consultant on 
specific projects. 
The consulting 

company will work as a subcontractor 
on the project and will in no event be 
the owner of the developed technology, 
process, product, etc. The activities 
carried out by the R&D consulting 
company can qualify as R&D activities if 
the project is eligible as an R&D project.

APPLICABLE TAX INCENTIVES
All tax incentives are available to R&D 
consulting companies.
The investment deduction/tax credit will in 
most of the cases not be applicable since 
there will likely be no R&D center within 
the R&D consulting companies in which 
the R&D activities are carried out. PID will 
not be applicable as they will not apply 
for patents (on the project carried out as 
subcontractors). Should they continue 
to conduct internal R&D activities, all 
incentives will be available to them.

BEST QUALITY FOR EDUCATION AND SCHOOLING 
The Global Competitiveness report World Economic Forum 2013 

HIGH QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY OF R&D 
The Global Competitiveness Report World Economic Forum 2013

RANKING PRIMARY 
EDUCATION

EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM

MATH AND  
SCIENCES

MANAGEMENT 
SCHOOLS

Belgium 2 5 3 2

Netherlands 9 13 12 9

Germany 30 20 29 32

France 37 41 25 8

UK 27 27 42 1

RANKING
AVAILABILITY 

OF LATEST 
TECHNOLOGY

CAPACITY FOR 
INNOVATION

QUALITY OF 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

INSTITUTIONS

AVAILABILITY OF 
SCIENTISTS AND 

ENGINEERS

Belgium 9 11 4 19

Netherlands 4 8 8 24

Germany 17 2 10 40

France 16 10 15 22

UK 6 12 3 12
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ACTIVITY TYPE DESCRIPTION
GLOBAL  

R&D  
CENTER

YOUNG 
INNOVATIVE 

COMPANY

CONTRACT 
RESEARCH 
COMPANY

MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY

R&D  
CONSULTING

R
&

D

Partial withholding 
tax exemption

80% payroll tax exemption for eligible 
researchers     

R&D investment deduction
R&D tax credit

14.5% one-shot / 21.5% spread additional 
investment deduction/tax credit for new 
investments

    

Expatriate status

Special tax treatment for foreign executives and 
researchers temporarily assigned to Belgium 
(non-resident tax status, business travel 
exclusion, tax free allowances)

    

Innovation premium
Premium to be granted for an innovation that is 
developed by an employee which creates added 
value for the normal activities of the company

    

C
om

m
er

ci
al

iz
at

io
n Fiscul ruling

Excess profit ruling for exemption of taxation 
for the profits of a Flanders-based entity that it 
could not have realized in a stand-alone situation

    

Notional Interest Deduction
Notional Interest Deduction for equity (Belgian 
GAAP share capital and retained earnings) 
invested in the Belgian company or branch

    

Patent Income Deduction
80% tax exemption of patent income for patents 
developed or further improved by a Belgian 
company or branch via a R&D center

    

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY



To help you realize your ambitions, Flanders Investment & Trade can rely on a vast network of private partners, 
universities, federal and regional agencies, federations, and clusters, who, each in their particular domain, 
can provide you with their expertise and professional support. 

Part of the service of Flanders Investment & Trade is to bring you in contact with those organizations that match your 
plans, the scale of your project and your market approach. Ask your FIT investment officer for a list of partners who 
can help you turn your ambitions into a complete success. 

In particular, we would like to thank Deloitte for their contribution to this brochure. 

The Deloitte R&D Incentives team helps economic players to increase both the benefits of the incentives related to 
their research and development efforts as well as their intellectual property revenues. Deloitte combines deep tax 
technical expertise with highly experienced scientists and engineers to help ensure all aspects of an incentive claim 
are fully understood and considered. In addition, we do not view R&D and IP in isolation, but consider them together 
with our clients in the context of their global operations from both a financial as an R&D technical perspective. 
Find out more about how Deloitte can serve your business needs by visiting our website at www.deloitte.be.”

Jan Pattyn
Director R&D Government Incentives
jpattyn@deloitte.com
www.deloitte.be
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GUIDING YOU ALL THE WAY

Whether you are just starting up or looking to expand your R&D 
activities, Flanders Investment & Trade supports you all the 
way. That is our mission. We provide confidential information 
and support. Our experienced staff is happy to help you with all 
your questions regarding investment subsidies, recruitment, 
and much more. We can also introduce you to the right decision-
makers and to community life in Flanders. 

CLOSE TO YOU

We have about 70 regional offices worldwide to assist you, free 
of charge, wherever you are. Contact us today.  
We will be delighted to help you. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW WHAT FLANDERS COULD BRING TO 
YOUR COMPANY?

Call us on +32 2 504 87 11 or email us at invest@fitagency.be.

For news hot off the press, follow us on Twitter at 
twitter.com/InvestFlanders and visit our website for 
more testimonials at www.investinflanders.com.



New address as of January 1, 2014: 
Koning Albert II-laan 37 |  BE-1030 Brussels | Belgium 
T +32 2 504 88 71 | F +32 2 504 88 88 
invest@fitagency.be | www.investinflanders.com

twitter.com/InvestFlanders 
www.linkedin.com/groups


